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MOBILE DISABLED DEVICES 



MEC SOLUTION ; 

At the area of disabled transportation systems, which was established in 2016, it continues to work on the design and production of technological devices 

related to the access of the disabled to many points, primarily stair climbing devices. It has adopted the vision of bringing together the product that is most 

suitable for the architectural structure and that the disabled can use in the most comfortable way by carrying out on-site detection studies.

When developing new products, the guiding principle of “helping people” is always at the forefront. Thus, new areas are opened for the realization of 

original and creative ideas applied with the latest findings in science and research.

meccozummeccozum mec çözüm ortaklığı

AKTARAN SERIES IS A MOBILE STAIR CLIMBING DEVICE THAT PROVIDES ACCESSIBILITY TO PERSONS WITH DISABLED AND 

MOBILITY. TIP-C/D AKTARAN SERIES IS MUCH MORE THAN MEETING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS !!!

"MAKES A DIFFERENCE IN MOBILE STAIR CLIMBERS WITH ITS INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS"



AKTARAN A1 - TYPE C

Aktaran A1 stair climbing device is produced in accordance with the European Union "EN7176-28" standards. 
The feature that distinguishes Akaran A1 from other devices is that it provides a safe downstream evacuation in 
case of emergency (such as failure of the driver card, running out of the battery).
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AKTARAN A1 - TYPE C

FEATURES  

It is produced from hard aluminum profile.
It has got a large seating area.

The operator control panel is automatic.
Special rubber pallet has a serrated structure.

It has a 6000N power piston that can adjust the ladder angle. 
The seat is foldable.

Footplate is telescopic and can be manually evacuated by a  
second person.

Dry battery and lithium battery options are available.

Front wheel mechanism can be locked. 

Seat belt is available. 
The armrest, which increases the comfort of use of the 

operator, is telescopic and adjustable.
Current protection and fuse box are available.

The battery is removable and pluggable..
Emergency stop feature is available. 

Carrying capacity is 130 kg.



AKTARAN A2 - TYPE D
Aktaran A2 Wheelchair Carrying Stair Climbing Device, European Union “EN-7176-28” standards
produced accordingly.
Aktaran A2 Stair Climbing Device for Carrying Wheelchairs has an automatic tilt movement that facilitates the operator to lie 
back as the chair is positioned at 90° during loading.
Aktaran  A2, Wheelchair Carrying Stair Climbing Device, has a "Fixing Ramp" and a "body fixing" apparatus for safer 
transport of the wheelchair.
The feature that distinguishes the transmitting A1 from other devices is that it provides a safe downstream evacuation in case 
of emergency (Driver Card Corruption, Battery Dead).
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AKTARAN A2 - TYPE D

FEATURES  

It is produced from hard aluminum profile.
Operator control panel is automatic.

Special rubber pallet has a serrated structure .

It has a 6000N power piston that can adjust the angle of the ladder. 
The piston with 6000N power is in a structure that facilitates reclining. 

Lithium Ion battery options are available.

Seat belt available .

The armrest, which increases the operator's comfort, is telescopic and 
adjustable..

Current protection and fuse box are available.

The battery is removable and pluggable..
Emergency stop feature is available .

Adjustable telescopic fixing ramp is 
detachable .

 Adjustable body fixing indexing pin is available .
Carrying capacity is 160 kg
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Necip Fazıl, Alemdağ Cad. No: 904 34775 Ümraniye / İstanbul - TÜRKİYE

0216 540 13 84      0549 488 57 57 

info@meccozum.com




